


Human resource is the vital part of any organization. When 
you have a better team, success lies beneath you. Analyzing, 
recruitment and training is a tedious task. Hence, most of 
the organizations land up hiring the wrong candidate in the 
wrong place creating a void. To avoid the void between the 
right candidate and the right organization, Shan A.B Interna-
tional P. Ltd. plays an important role.

Quality matters.



Shan A.B International P. Ltd. is an 
authorized recruiting agency and 
human resource consulting firm 
based in the capital. Managed and 
run by a group of professionals 
with over decade of experience 
in the field of Human Resource 
globally, Shan A.B International 
holds a significant position in the 
industry.
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We assure to provide customized, 
efficient and ethical recruitment 
solutions to both the candidate 
and the organization. We believe 
not only the employee but 
the employer should also be 
benefitted from the recruitment. 
In the fast pace corporate world 
of today, everything is moving 
swiftly in just a blink. The bigger 
world yesterday has become so 

small today that businesses today 
has no geographical boundaries. 
Today, the advanced technology 
has made it feasible for anyone 
to apply and work in corner of 
the globe, provided the protocols 
being followed. 

Shan A.B International P. Ltd. 
undergoes a rigorous cycle of 
recruitment process including 
layers of interviews even for 
the position that requires least 
number of experience. We do this 
for, we believe in supplying quality 
candidates. Over the years, we have 
also developed a strong database 
of employees of every levels to 
meet any organization`s need. 
Having that said, we not only focus 
on the skilled and experienced 
candidates but we also welcome 
the fresher and have them in our 
pool. We motivate them to train 
themselves well and develop a 
skill that will further enhance their 
career in the days to come. 

Shan A.B International P. Ltd. holds 
a decade long history of providing 
recruitment services in Middle 
East, Asia pacific, Europe and 
many more other countries. We are 
happy to see our recruiters and the 
employees happy as it matters the 
most to us.



Our sole mission right from the foundation of the organization, remains to 
provide the clients, associates and candidates with the reliable services in 
time with care and honesty.
 
We always work towards achieving the satisfaction of everyone in our journey. 
This journey of ours has been tremendously fabulous and our vision lies to 
remain the same in the days to come. 

Our Policy is to satisfied our Valued Overseas Customers by supplying 
/ providing qualified & experienced Candidates / Staff & services as per 
Customer’s requirement including timely departure of candidates through 
continual improvements of the system. We put quality above everything to 
ensure the best possible service is provided. The following methods are used 
: Our Experts verify every detail with that of candidates profile and provide 
right candidates for the right job. Updated ND Quality Database. We update 
our database on timely basis and see to it you get the most suitable resume 
that matches your profile.

We are committed to excellence. We aim to ensure that the expectation of 
its clients and workers are met. We believe that only through professional, 
personalized service will be able to continue to earn and maintain its 
excellent reputation. We never forget that we are dealing with PEOPLE. We 
tailor our service to ensure that we effectively match applicants to existing 
vacancies so as attain optimal productivity and efficient from our workers. 
In additional, we assist both parties in the negotiation of a remuneration 
package that will benefit both sides.

Mr. Kashinath Koirala, Chairman



Centrally located in the capital with various branches across the nation, 
Shan A.B International P. Ltd. gathers the skills required for any kind of 
organization. Our proven dedication and commitment has earned a long list 
of clients globally in making arrangements for the supply of various categories 
of human resources from highly skilled to skilled to least skilled. 

Transparency is a key factor that helps us to maintain our standards in 
delivering what we commit to our clients and candidates. We never overdo 
and commit to things that we can`t make it. This has led us to stand firm 
in the market despite various disappointments that we keep hearing in the 
human resource`s market.

Mr. Kashinath Koirala, Chairman

We have an amazing team led by Mr. Kashinath Koirala, Chairman of the 
company, working towards the focused goal of providing the best services 
in the industry of human resource. Shan A.B International P. Ltd. believes 
in working together and prioritizes each individual`s space and interest in 
the development of the organization. We must say that this reason has led 
us to being united from the day we started. Today, we are 25 in house mates 
working full time excluding the staffs engaged in various branches outside the 
capital.





Shan A.B International P. Ltd has always priortised in placing the right 

candidate in the right place. We have a decade long history of maintaing the 

standard of professioonals, we supply to our valued clients in the sectors 

of Hospitality, Security, Medicine, Engineering & Construction, Information 

Technology & Computing, Sales & Marketing, Accounts & Administration and 

more. 

Our process of recruitment on behalf of our client is truly based on the 

competency of the candidates. A series of interview with the panel of Experts 

and  with hands on test help us to find the right candidate for any kind of 

organisation.

A large authentic database maintained by us help us to meet any kinds of 

demands on time with utmost satisfaction. 



Recruitment Procedure

Pre Labor Approval
After receiving the authorized Demand Letter from the respective company, 
the document are presented for pre- labor approval. The Department of Labor 
in Nepal analyzes the document and approve for further processing.

Advertisement
The Demand Letter which is approved from Labor Department of Nepal is 
published in National daily/weekly newspaper for collecting document. Shan  
A.B International P. Ltd., uses different tools like Internet, SMS, telephone etc. 
in order to inform and collect documents. The documents are either collected 
through direct candidate or through marketing executives.

Candidates Screening / Interviews
We maintain upto date data bank of potential candidate with full information 
on their skill and education, technical knowhow and experience as per the 
employer criterion. Shan A.B International P. Ltd. shall make the short list the 
candidate for pre-interview. During pre interview, the short listed candidates 
are given priority on merit basis giving opportunity to all. The final interview 
for the short listed candidates will be conducted by the employer himself or 
his representative by taking an oral, written and practical test. If the employer 
or his representative is not available then we arrange for telephone or skype 
live interview.



Communications
Departments of Shan A.B International P. Ltd. is fully computerized and 
networked in order to provide our clients and the candidates the best and 
prompt service. Our staff members are always committed and ready to help 
its clients providing quality manpower service.

Medical Checkup
Only selected candidate will send for full medical examination to the medical 
centre authorized by government of Nepal. The candidates who are physically 
and mentally fit are eligible to sign the employment contract and he/she 
should be entitled for further visa procedures.

Visa Processing
We send all the necessary documents as per requirement for further visa 
processing like passport copies, photographs, medical reports, experience 
certificates etc. to the employer.

Orientation
After receiving the job offer or employment visa, the orientation classes are 
compulsory organized by government registered technical institute of Nepal 
which provide full information about law and orders, immigration policy 
and religion of respective country. It helps to create awareness and make 
cordial relation between employer and employee. Besides this we give full 
information about the company, work place, job descriptions etc before flight.

Final Labor Approval
All the necessary documents like original passport, visa copy(original if not 
issued online), medical report, orientation certificate, insurance policy are 
submitted in Labor Department of Nepal for final approval and immigration 
clearance. The Department of Labor analyzes the documents and provides 
final approval.

Travel Arrangement
As soon as visa endorse passport or paper visa are received we give the 
booking to our travel agent or directly to concern airline to confirm seats to 
the nearest airport of origin country. After the flight is confirmed we send 
flight details to our employer requesting them from for airport pickup and 
hostel arrangement







UAE
M/S Kuwait Food Company Co ( Americana)
M/S Silver Corner Manpower Recruitment ( G4S Security Services)
M/S Spark Security Services
M/S Farnek Manpower Supply Services
M/S Millenium Airport Hotel
M/S Hilton Dubai, Jumeraih
M/S Iffco International Foodstuffs CO LLC
M/S Porcellan LLC
M/S Scaffolding Constructions factory Scaffco
M/S Al Khaleej Sugar LLC
M/S National food Products Company
M/S Arabtec Construction LLC
M/S Power Secuirty Services LLC
M/S Gypsemna LLC
M/S Desco Printing FZ-LLC
M/S Imdaad LLC
M/S Emirates National Property Services LLC
M/S Valtrans Transportation Systems and services LLC
M/S Emirates Poultry Farm LLC
M/S Etisalat Facilities Management LLC
M/S Al Sarh Recruitment LLC
M/S Shapoorji Pallonji Mideast LLC
M/S Al Ain Farms for Livestock Production
M/S Brookfield Multipex Construction LLC
M/S Eagle Eye Security Services LLC
M/S Hawk Security Services LLC
M/S Intercat Hospitality LLC
M/S ABUDHABI VEGETABLE OIL COMPANY LLC
M/S Al Baddad capital FZCO LLC
LACNOR COMPANY
LAHEJ & SULTAN SECURITY & CLEANING
MILCO COMPANY
NATIONAL FOOD PRODUCTS COMPANY
M/S Jamal Ali Ghurair Est LLC
M/S Lavender Fine Dining Restaurant
M/S la Marquiese Coffee Shop LLC
M/S Fine Edge Decor LLC
M/S French Bakery LLC



SAUDIA ARABIA KUWAIT

MALAYSIA QATAR

M/S  AI Othaim Supermarket 
SAUDI ARABIAN AIRLINES CATERING CO.
AL AHMED SOLLMAN AL FAHHAD & SONS 
(HERFIS GROUP KSA)
HERFY FOOD CO.
AHMED SOLLMAN AL FAHHAD & SONS 
(UNICHARM GULF-BABY JOY)
ABDUL AL JAFARI AL TAIYAR CO.

M/S Qatar Food Company WLL ( Americana)
M/S Shapoorji Pallonji Qatar, WLL
M/S Servico Faclities Management and Sevices
M/S Lotus Trading & Contracting Co
M/S AlBaddad International
M/S Diplomat Group WLL
M/S AlJaber L.E.G.T Engineering and Contracting 
( ALEC Qatar) WLL
AMAR CONSTRUCTION CO.
AMWAZ CATERING 
CANA CATERING
CRAMPTON COSNT.
GULF READYMIX
JUBLING CONSTRUCTION
PSS SECURITY SERVICE
REDCO ALMANA
SIX CONSTRUCTIONS CO.
M/S Ecovert

PMB Façade Technology Sdn Bhd
Widetech Manufacturing SB
Kilang Plastic Tan Brothers
Dynasty Culture Sdn Bhd
Simewood Products Sdn Bhd
Eastern Steel Sdn Bhd
Heng Aquaculture
Kyoung Hyang Enterprise ( M) Sdn Bhd
Everlast Access Technologies Sdn Bhd
SDS Bakeries Sdn Bhd
CFL Engineering Sdn Bhd
MTTJ Engineering Sdn Bhd
Chuan Weng Plastic Sdn Bhd
Star Binary Sdn Bhd
Intermulti Furniture Sdn Bhd
Chai Lee Chicken Rice
Emarmal Industry SB
Fei Zi Food Restaurant
Perfect Plastic Sdn Bhd
ATA Electoronics Sdn Bhd
YTY Glove Sdn Bhd
Latest glove Sdn Bhd

M/S Kuwait Food Company “ Americana”
M/S Kuwait Food Company S A K
M/S Kuwait Paint factory







T: +977 1 4378054
Hunting No: +977 1 4378890

E: info@shanabintl.com

Main Road, Sallaghari Kathmandu, Nepal 
GPO : 8973, NPC 404


